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Outer Continental Shelf Lands (Under Jurisdiction of U.S. Government)
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3 Nautical miles

OLWM Boundary
Public Trust Easement between OLWM and OHWM

OHW M Boundary

U.S. Meander Line

Segregation Line

Original Public Lands

Submerged Lands

Swamp & Overflowed Lands

Segregation Line

Rancho XX
Confirmed Mexican Land Grant
No Sovereign Ownership

Former river channel cutoff by avulsion or artificial means in last natural location

Lake bed owned by adjacent upland owners

Navigable to here

Tidal to here

Lakesbed below OLWM owned by State.
Public Trust easement between OHWM and OLWM

S&O = Swamp & Overflowed Lands
OLWM = Ordinary Low Water Mark
OHW M = Ordinary High Water Mark